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2: Reading------------------In this section of the test you will have

the chance to show how well you understand written English. There

are three parts to this section, with special directions for each

part.PART V: INCOMPLETE

SENTENCES----------------------------Directions: This part of the

test has incomplete sentences. Four words or phrases, marked (A),

(B), (C), (D), are given beneath each sentence. You are to choose

the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. Then, on

your answer sheet, find the number of the question and mark your

answer.EXAMPLE Because the equipment is very delicate, it must be

handled with ____.(A) caring(B) careful(C) care(D)

carefullySample Answer (A) (B) (C) (D)The sentence should read, 

“Because the equipment is very delicate, it must be handled with

care.” Therefore, you should choose answer (C).PART VI:

ERROR RECOGNITION--------------------------Directions: In

this part of the test, each sentence has four words or phrases

underlined. The four underlined parts of the sentence are marked

(A), (B), (C), (D). You are to identify the one underlined word or

phrase that should be corrected or rewritten. Then, on your answer

sheet, find the number of the question and mark your

answer.EXAMPLE All employee are required to wear their

identification badges while at work. A B C DSample Answer (A) (B)



(C) (D)The underlined word “employee” is not correct in this

sentence. This sentence should read, “All employees are required to

wear their identification badges while at work.” Therefore, you

should choose answer (A).PART VII: READING

COMPREHENSION-------------------------------Directions: The

questions in this part of the test are based on a 0selection of reading

materials, such as notices, letters, forms, newspaper and magazine

articles, and advertisements. You are to choose the one best answer,

(A), (B), (C), or (D), to each question. Then, on your answer sheet,

find the number of the question and mark your answer. Answer all

questions following each reading 0selection on the basis of what is

stated or implied in that 0selection.EXAMPLE The Museum of

Technology is a “hands-on” museum, designed for people to

experience science at work. Visitors are encouraged to use, test, and

handle the objects on display. Special demonstrations are scheduled

for the first and second Wednesdays of each month at 13:30. Open

TuesdayFriday 12:0016:30, Saturday 10:0017:30, and Sunday

11:0016:30.When during the month can visitors see special

demonstrations?(A) Every weekend.(B) The first two

Wednesdays.(C) One afternoon a week.(D) Every other

Wednesday.Sample Answer (A) (B) (C) (D)The reading 0selections

says that the demonstrations are scheduled for the first and

secondWednesdays of the month. Therefore, you should choose
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